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Abstract—Release notes (RNs) summarize important changes between two successive software releases to facilitate software upgrades and serve as means of communication between software and its users. However, existing research has shown that many users cannot extract the information they want from RNs effectively and efficiently due to poor structure and insufficient content. Many efforts have been devoted to categorizing documented information in RNs, however, how exactly RNs are organized, in what way RNs are written, and what is written in RNs with respect to project domains and release types remain under investigation. To bridge this knowledge gap, we manually analyzed 612 RNs from 233 top popular GitHub projects to characterize their Structure, Writing Style, and Content. We find 64.54% of RNs organize changes into hierarchical structures following three strategies, i.e., by Change Type, Affected Module, or Change Priority. And 11.60% of RNs adopt multiple strategies to present the changes. Among the three strategies to organize changes, by Change Type is mostly adopted. RNs of major releases and System Software are more likely to organize changes by Affected Module. We also find three types of Writing Styles: Expository, Descriptive, and Persuasive with increasing explanation information and manual effort, taking 30.07%, 34.80%, and 35.13% of RNs, respectively. 83.10% of RNs in System Software projects adopt the Descriptive and Persuasive writing style. For Content, we find System Software and Libraries & Frameworks projects more likely to record Breaking Changes, while Software Tools projects emphasize Enhancements. Besides, Fixed Bugs and Security Changes are less common in RNs of major releases. Our findings not only serve practitioners with a roadmap for customizing high-quality RNs but also shed light on future research on automating RN.

Index Terms—release note, release engineering, characteristic, empirical study

I. INTRODUCTION

When releasing a new version of software, release notes (RNs) often serve as one of the most essential artifacts that summarize the main changes between two consecutive releases [1], such as what bugs are fixed and what new features are introduced. In this sense, RNs serve as a communication channel between RN producers and various stakeholders, such as end-users and other internal software developers, to deliver key information for software upgrades. In practice, stakeholders usually refer to RNs to understand what has been done in the new release. For example, end-users read RNs for new features that may improve their user experience. Downstream developers also refer to RNs to comprehend potential beneficial and interrupting changes in the new release. Internal developers sometimes treat RNs as a checklist to review completed and pending tasks, e.g., known issues [2].

With the wide adoption of “release early, release often” software development philosophy [3], the pace of producing RNs becomes faster but the process becomes more challenging [4]. Research has shown that producing RNs is a complicated, strenuous, and time-consuming process [1], [4]. For example, the operating system openEuler has to deal with about 15,000 commits per month [5]. Surveys conducted by Moneno et al. [1] and Bi et al. [4] both reveal that producing RNs usually takes more than four hours. Moreover, despite great efforts devoted to producing RNs, the RNs may be of poor quality, e.g., missing important changes or being poorly organized [2]. Some developers warn that each additional sentence loses 10% of the readers, and it is difficult to maintain a balance between providing sufficient information and not becoming too lengthy [6]. Unfortunately, there is no uniform or widely recognized standard and guidelines to produce RNs [1].

To tackle these challenges, some efforts [1], [4], [7] have been devoted to understanding what information RNs contain in general. They summarize several types of information, such as issues fixed and system internal changes. A recent work conducted by Wu et al. [2] investigates the issues related to RNs on GitHub. They find that (1) RNs suffer from poor structure, resulting in extra costs to find information in need, such as burying important new features and breaking changes; (2) RNs also have issues with writing style, reducing clarity and understandability. However, the best practices of organizing RNs (i.e., structure) and style of writing RNs (i.e., writing style) remain uninvestigated. Moreover, due to the different nature of projects in different domains and different kinds of releases (i.e., major, minor, and patch), how the structure, writing style, and content vary with project domains and release types is worthy of study. Achieving such an understanding would help to produce RNs meeting developers’ needs in a more targeted way and further shed light on prospective improvements in customizing RN production automatically.

Therefore, we set out to characterize the state of the practice...
for Structure, Writing Style, and Content of different RNs across software domains and release types. To that end, we collect 612 RNs from the latest major, minor, and patch releases of 233 top popular projects from GitHub. Our analysis consists of two steps: (1) we use open coding on the 612 RNs to derive the structure and writing style of RN. For the content, we follow the category provided by the latest work based on GitHub projects [2] and check the existence of each category in these RNs; (2) we compare the distribution of structure, writing style, and content for each project domain and release type to understand how different domains of projects and different types of releases produce RNs. The key findings are:

- **Structure**: we find that 64.54% of RNs organize changes into hierarchy following three strategies: by Change Type, Affected Module, or Change Priority. 11.60% of RNs adopt multiple strategies to organize the changes. Projects in all domains mostly organize changes by Change Type. RNs of major releases and system software are more likely to organize changes by Affected Module.

- **Writing Style**: we find three types of Writing Styles: Expository, Descriptive, and Persuasive with increasing manual involvement, taking 30.07%, 34.80%, and 35.13% of RNs respectively. 83.10% of RNs of System Software projects adopt Descriptive and Persuasive style.

- **Content**: we find that RNs of System Software and Libraries & Framework projects record Breaking Changes more frequently, while Software Tools projects emphasize on Enhancements. RNs of major releases contain fewer Fixed Bugs and Security than RNs of minor releases.

Based on the results, we provide a roadmap to customize RNs of appropriate content, structure, and writing style across the project domain and release type and discuss how far we are to generate well-compiled RNs automatically. We provide a replication package at doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21383280

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

There are many important artifacts in software development [8], among which, release notes (RN) are used to summarize the major changes in the software since its previous release. README [9] and user guide [10] are also two types of important documentation available to users. In practice, users are advised to check the README first to determine whether the software meets their needs and to obtain basic information about it. If so, they then refer to the user guide for instructions on how to use the software. When a new version of software is released, users consult RNs to understand the incremental information and determine whether the new changes will have an impact on their software [7].

Since switching the release pattern from “once and for all” in the 20th century to “release early, release often” in the 21st century, many software companies have attempted to shorten their release cycles and speed up the delivery of their latest innovative products to users [11]. This results in a tight feedback loop between developers and users, posing new challenges for the production of high-quality RNs. For example, Firefox, a famous open source browser with worldwide users [12], often contains thousands of patches within one release cycle, leading to the challenge in producing RNs [13] Many researchers begin to study RNs from two major aspects: empirical studies to understand RN practices and approaches to automate the generation of RNs.

A. Empirical Studies of Release Note practices

Existing literature about software RN practices primarily focuses on two aspects: (1) summarizing information categories in RNs and related artifacts about RNs; (2) demystifying challenges in the production and usage of RNs.

For the first aspect, Moreno et al. [1] manually examine 990 release notes from 55 open source projects to analyze and categorize their content into 17 types, such as fixed bugs, new features, and modified code components. Abebe et al. [7] manually analyze 85 release notes across 15 different software systems and identify six different types of information, such as caveats and problems. They also examine the scope of issues listed in RNs, i.e., all issues or selected issues are included in RNs, and discover that the majority of RNs list only a limited number of issues. Bi et al. [4] study the content of 32,425 RNs from 1,000 GitHub projects and categorize common RN content into eight topics, including bug fixes, internal system changes, etc. They find that RN content varies across domains of software, for example, for application software and system software, new features are the most frequently documented. Nath et al. [14] analyze relevant artifacts of 3,347 RNs and find that key artifacts include issues, PRs, commits, and CVEs. Besides, Yang [15] collect 69,851 RNs of popular apps on the Google Play Store. Combined with surveys and user reviews, they reveal six patterns of RNs, for example, Short updating steady and Short non-updating steady. For the second aspect, Aghajani et al. [8] investigate the importance of different kinds of documentation by survey. They find that RN absences are common, and suggest that RN producers should include RNs on the release checklist as a mandatory item. Wu et al. [2] further explore how RNs go wrong or fail to meet users’ expectations. They manually analyze 1,731 GitHub issues to build a comprehensive taxonomy of RN issues with four dimensions: Content, Presentation, Accessibility, and Production.

However, we still lack a comprehensive empirical understanding of how exactly software RNs are organized, in what way RNs are written, and what is written in RNs across different project domains and release types, which is critical to further customize RNs.

B. Release Note Automation Tools

To reduce the manual effort involved in the production of RNs, prior research has explored automated methods for generating RNs. Klepper et al. [16] propose a semi-automated RN generation tool based on information gathered from both build server and issue tracker which can tailor RNs to specific audiences’ needs. Moreno et al. [1] provide ARENA that integrates both change information from version control systems and rationale information from issue trackers into RNs with predefined categories. Ali et al. [17] extract code changes
by git diff between two versions, generate natural language summaries for changes, link related issues to changes, and output a RN document by Doc Generator. Nath et al. [18] propose a method which generates RNs from commit messages and PRs by integrating the GloVe word embedding technique with TextRank. Jiang et al. [19] propose an approach called DeepRelease by formulating change entry generation as text summarization tasks and change categorization (e.g., new features and bug fixes) as multi-class classification tasks. Recently, Kamezawa et al. [20] construct a dataset called RNSum which contains approximately 82,000 English release notes and associated commit messages. They also propose two deep learning-based approaches to generate RNs with unlabeled commits.

Furthermore, many automated RN generation tools have been developed to facilitate the generation of RNs since the year 2014, such as Semantic Release, [21], github-changelog-generator [22], Release It [23] and Release Drafter [24]. However, all tools require that each change should be documented using predefined templates or labels in order to generate RNs based on predefined criteria, which is a laborious task for contributors and maintainers. RN producers may still post-edit the generated RNs to improve their readability, for example by summarizing the changes.

However, most of these approaches ignore the differences between different project domains and release types, resulting in a lack of customization of RN production. Our work aims to understand the characteristics of the structure, writing style, and content of RNs with respect to project domains and release types, which help produce RNs that are better tailored to developers’ needs as well as shed light on future improvements in automating the production of customized RNs.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

1) Project Selection: To formulate good practices regarding Structure, Writing Style, and Content of RNs across different domains and release types, we carefully select projects with the following criteria via GitHub API:

- The project should be created before July 1st, 2019 (three years ago) and have at least one commit in 2022 to ensure the activeness;
- The project should have more than ten releases to filter out those projects without RNs and inexperienced ones;
- The project should have more than 10k stars to ensure high popularity and representativeness.

The purpose of collecting data from GitHub is twofold: (1) GitHub hosts the largest collection of open source software in the world with over 83 million developers and 200 million repositories [25]. (2) GitHub provides developers with “Release Pages” to conveniently exhibit RNs to users.

We collect a total of 955 projects fulfilling the above criteria. To make manual effort affordable, we further randomly select 274 projects from these projects based on a 95% confidence level and a 5% confidence interval, followed by previous work [26], [27], [28], [29]. Then, we browse through their GitHub repository pages as an initial familiarization and manually exclude 28 projects that are non-software projects, e.g., OpenAPI-Specification [30], and have released multiple versions but no release notes. Finally, we obtain 246 projects.

2) Release Note Selection: There are different types of releases, e.g., major and minor releases [31]. To inform users of release types, many versioning schemes are proposed, among which, Semantic Versioning (also known as SemVer) [32] is increasingly adopted by software projects [33]. So, in this paper, we rely on SemVer to identify release types. SemVer specifies the version number denoted as x.y.z, where x.0.0 as a Major release, x.y.0 (y ≠ 0) as a Minor release, and x.y.z (z ≠ 0) as a Patch release. We filter out the projects and their RNs that do not follow the SemVer versioning schema. There are, however, some releases that follow the format, but they may not adhere to the rule of denoting different types of releases. For example, the version 0.4.9 of ArchiveBox is actually a major release as stated in the RN. To mitigate this problem, we go through the RN content of each release to check whether there is any explicitly declared release type information. If not, we label its type based on SemVer.

Afterwards, we collect the most recent RNs of each project’s major, minor, and patch releases because we consider the most recent RN can reflect the current state of the software RN management practices. To ensure the quality of RN, the first author browses through these 246 GitHub projects’ release pages and excludes 87 RNs written in non-English languages, of unidentifiable release type, or containing little information about the changes. Besides, some projects have not yet released their major versions, e.g., vivus.js [34] and only produced RNs for specific versions, e.g., Sentry [35]. The final dataset in our study consists of 612 RNs from 233 projects, including 162 major releases, 227 minor releases, and 223 patch releases. These projects cover over 10 types of programming languages and the repository statistics are summarized in Table I. We can observe a long-tail distribution in the metrics, which is expected and common in many mining software repository researches [36], [2], [37].

Since RNs summarize changes between each collected release with their previous releases, we also clone their repository and use PyDriller [38] to get the number of commits to gain a deeper understanding of release characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I PROJECT STATISTICS OF THE DATASET FOR RNs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (in Days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Commits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Contributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Forks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of PRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Releases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Data Analysis

To achieve our research goal, we classify the obtained projects into different domains, categorize the structure, writing style, and content of their RNs, and make a comparison of the RNs across software domains and release types.

1) Domain Classification: Researchers have found that the documented information in RN varies across domains [4], which motivates us to further understand the variation of RN characteristics across project domains. Borges et al. [39] collected 2,500 projects on GitHub and manually classified these projects into six domains: (1) Application Software, (2) System Software, (3) Web Libraries & Frameworks, (4) Non-web Libraries & Frameworks, (5) Software Tools, (6) Document. However, they did not provide a detailed process of the classification or coding guide. Therefore, we first sample 30 projects from each domain (except the Document domain) provided by the previous work [39] to be familiar with their classification convention. Two authors, both with over seven years of software development experience, individually label these projects into the other five domains by reading their READMEs, repository labels and the first ten pages returned by Googling their names. They then compare their labeling results with theirs [39]. They find that the differences mainly concentrate on the projects of “Web Libraries & Frameworks”, and “Non-web Libraries & Frameworks” since there is no clear definition of what is “web”. As a result, they merge the two domains into “Libraries & Frameworks”, and the final four software domains are:

- System Software: software that offers basic services and infrastructure to other software, e.g., operating systems, servers, and databases.
- Libraries & Frameworks: software that provides a collection of reusable functionalities to facilitate software development in specific domains such as Web and machine learning.
- Software Tools: software that facilitates developers with universal software development tasks, like IDEs and compilers.
- Application Software: software that offers end-users with functionality, such as browsers and text editors.

Then the two authors individually classify the 233 projects into four domains. We use Cohen’s Kappa ($k$) to measure the inter-rater agreement between two authors and the $k$ value is 0.83, indicating a high agreement. For the disagreed results, the authors discuss thoroughly until reaching an agreement. The number of projects under Libraries & Frameworks, Application Software, Software Tools, and System Software is 91, 69, 45, and 28, respectively.

2) Categorization of Structure, Writing Style, and Content: We next describe how we identify the categories of structure, writing style, and content of RNs.

Structure aims to investigate how RNs are organized, and writing style focuses on in what way producers use available information to describe changes in RNs. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work systematically investigating the two characteristics. While for content, existing work has proposed several content categories. In this study, we choose to follow the category proposed by Wu et al. [2] since their category is based on the practical issues proposed by producers and users on GitHub. Their category consists of eight types of change content: (1) Breaking Changes, (2) New Features, (3) Enhancements, (4) Fixed Bugs, (5) Documentation Changes, (6) Dependency/Environment Changes, (7) Security Changes, and (8) License Changes.

Therefore, we choose to conduct qualitative manual labeling which consists of two parts:

- A pilot study to derive the types of structure and writing style and familiarize the eight change content types proposed by Wu et al. [2].
- An extended study to identify and classify the structure, writing style, and content of the remaining RNs based on the results of a pilot study.

Pilot Study. We randomly sample 183 (30%) from the 612 RNs for a pilot study. The first two authors, named inspectors, participate in the pilot study. They first read the RNs to get familiarized with them. Then they independently develop labels to describe the structure and writing style of RNs and get familiarized with the eight content types proposed by Wu et al. [2]. Specifically, for Structure, since RNs on GitHub pages are written in Markdown, they independently go through each level of headings in a top-down manner to understand what strategies producers adopt to organize content. If the RN has no heading level, that is, just stacks them up, the structure of the RN is labeled as Plain List. For Writing Style, they compare each change with the content of related commit/PR/issue like Abebe et al. [7] to investigate how producers use available information to describe changes in RNs. For Content, they first read the code book and the issues related to RN content provided by Wu et al. [2] respectively. Then for each change in these RNs, they review the titles, descriptions, labels, changed codes, and comments of each related commit/PR/issue to understand what types of category this change refers to. The above process is iterative, and the third author is included as an arbitrator to (1) discuss with the two inspectors about their label for the structure and writing style until an agreement is reached to produce the final codes; (2) mediate, discuss, and resolve any disagreement regarding the labeling results for the content.

Extended Study. Based on the initial categories in Section III-B2, the inspectors iteratively conduct independent labeling for remaining RNs. We follow the work [2] to set another three rounds (143 RNs for each round) to analyze the results. If a RN’s writing style or structure cannot be classified into an existing category, this code will be added into a temporary Pending category. Each round is followed by a meeting among the inspectors and arbitrator to (1) resolve labeling conflicts and determine the final label for the structure, writing style, and content; (2) justify whether new categories should be added for codes in the Pending category. By the end of each round, we also use Cohen’s Kappa ($k$) to measure inter-rater agreement between two inspectors and
the values for Content range from 0.76 to 0.92\(^2\), for Structure from 0.87 to 0.92, and for Writing Style from 0.74 to 0.82, indicating increasing and high agreement. Note that (1) a RN may adopt multiple strategies to organize its content and will be assigned multiple strategies; (2) If a change refers to multiple types of content, e.g., both Fixed Bugs and Breaking Changes, it will be assigned multiple labels.

C. Developer Interview

To validate our categories for the structure and writing style, we conduct semi-structured interviews with two industry software engineers (named interviewee A and interviewee B respectively) from famous IT companies. The two developers both have rich experience in publishing and using RNs, especially that interviewee A is the core developer responsible for producing RNs within the team. In order to facilitate a better interaction, both interviews are conducted face-to-face by two authors (one is the leader and the other asks additional questions as needed) [40], [41] and take 45 minutes and 1 hour and 21 minutes respectively. Following the process [41], two interviews begin with the question “What structure did you use to organize the changes and in what way did you describe the changes in your software development process?”.

Then, we present our categories of the structure strategy and writing style and ask another question “What are your thoughts on the following structure strategies and writing styles? Have you seen them or considered using them?” These open-ended questions are intended to assess the coverage and representativeness of our categories. First, Interviewee A replies that they are imitating how they organize and describe the changes in their well-known similar projects. Interviewee B shows us the RNs of their project and explains that as their project is in the initial stage, they primarily focus on development and only use the Plain list to announce significant changes. In summary, they consider that our categories are clear and informative and cover the structure and writing styles of RNs they have encountered.

We finally derive four strategies of structure and three types of writing styles. It takes more than six weeks to complete the manual labeling process.

IV. RESULTS

A. Structure

In this section, we illustrate how different domains of projects and different types of releases structure their RNs. Following the open coding process described in Section III-A2, we categorize four mainstream strategies of RN structures, i.e., Plain List, or a hierarchical list by Change Type, by Affected Module, and by Change Priority, whose corresponding descriptions are shown in Table II. Furthermore, the table shows the percentage of RNs adopted by major, minor, and patch releases for each strategy.

As we can see in Table II, 35.46% of the studied RNs are structured as Plain List, while the remainder is structured as hierarchical lists. Among the three strategies for hierarchical lists, by Change Type is the most frequently adopted, accounting for more than half of all studied RNs. It is possibly because organizing changes by their content is a common practice supported by many automated tools, e.g., Release Drafter [24], and specifications, e.g., the well-known Angular Conventional Commits [42]. Contrarily, only 15.69% and 6.70% of all the studied RNs are organized by Affected Module and Change Priority, respectively. Interestingly, we also observe 71 (11.60%) RNs that adopt multiple strategies simultaneously. Among the 71 RNs adopting multiple strategies which we refer as Hybrid, 51 RNs organize changes by both Change Type and Affected Module, 18 RNs by Change Type and Change Priority strategies, and only two RNs by Affected Module and Change Priority strategies. When changes are organized into a multiple-level list, the outer and the middle level are usually organized by different strategies, and the inner level specifies concrete changes. For example, a native GraphQL database with graph backend, adopts Change Type strategy and Affected Module strategy in the outer two levels, respectively, to structure changes in RN for the minor version 21.12.0 [43].

Different strategies are preferred for the types of releases. Specifically, for patch releases, nearly half (48.88%) of RNs adopt plain list strategy to organize their changes, while RNs of minor and major releases adopt more hierarchical strategies, especially the Change Priority strategy increasing from 2.24% in patch releases to 13.58% in major releases.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of strategies adopted by different types of releases of each project domain. RNs of System Software projects rarely adopt the Plain List structure to organize changes. Compared with the other three domains, System Software projects prefer to organize their changes by Affected Module and Hybrid strategies. The reason might be that System Software projects usually involve complex development processes, with hundreds or even thousands of commits per release. Therefore, hierarchical lists are more clear than Plain List in presenting information.

In the case of Application Software projects, RN producers prefer to present the changes as Plain List or a hierarchical

Fig. 1. Distribution of Structure under four domains for release types. Bars from left to right represent Patch, Minor, and Major releases respectively. Hybrid represents multiple strategies.
### TABLE II
STRATEGIES TO ORGANIZE THE CHANGES IN RELEASE NOTES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain List</td>
<td>All changes are presented as a plain list.</td>
<td>23.46%</td>
<td>30.84%</td>
<td>48.88%</td>
<td>35.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Type⁹</td>
<td>Changes are organized based on their types of content, e.g., New Features, Fixed Bugs, and Breaking Changes.</td>
<td>62.96%</td>
<td>58.59%</td>
<td>42.15%</td>
<td>53.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected Module⁸</td>
<td>Changes are grouped based on the modules they affect.</td>
<td>20.37%</td>
<td>16.30%</td>
<td>11.66%</td>
<td>15.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Priority⁷</td>
<td>Changes are ranked based on their importance perceived by RN producers.</td>
<td>13.58%</td>
<td>6.16%</td>
<td>2.24%</td>
<td>6.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note that a RN may adopt multiple strategies, so the sum of each column is greater than 100%.

³ Example Reference: https://github.com/socketio/socket.io/releases/tag/4.0.0
⁸ Example Reference: https://github.com/dbeaver/dbeaver/releases/tag/22.0.0
⁷ Example Reference: https://github.com/debug-js/debug/releases/tag/4.0.0

**Summary for Structure:**
We find about 1/3 of RNs are organized as plain lists and 2/3 RNs are organized as hierarchical lists. We identify three strategies that developers adopt to develop hierarchies including by Change Type, Affected Module, and Change Priority. Changes are primarily organized by Change Type across all domains. RNs of major releases and RNs of System Software projects are more likely to organize changes by Affected Module. 11.60% of RNs adopt multiple strategies to present the changes.

### B. Writing Style

In this section, we report what styles producers employ to describe changes in RNs. We derive three types of writing styles for RNs based on classical writing theory [45], as shown in Table III, i.e., Expository, Descriptive³, and Persuasive with increasing manual involvement.

Table III also provides the frequency of each writing style for major, minor, and patch releases. 41.70% of RNs for patch releases are written in the Expository style, i.e., RN producers do not include any additional information in RNs other than the content of the change-related commits/PRs/issues. 59.26% of RNs for major releases contain additional information to assist developers in understanding the changes.

³We refer to the web writing style convention [46] and also combine the “Descriptive” and “Narrative” writing styles into “Descriptive” in RNs.
TABLE III
CATEGORIES OF WRITING STYLES IN RELEASE NOTES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Major.</th>
<th>Minor.</th>
<th>Patch.</th>
<th>Total.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expository$a$</td>
<td>RN producers directly list the content (usually title) of change-related commits/PRs/Issues</td>
<td>14.20%</td>
<td>29.96%</td>
<td>41.70%</td>
<td>30.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive$b$</td>
<td>RN producers re-phrase the content of change-related commits/PRs/Issues to increase the readability. Sometimes RN producers summarize the content of similar commits/PRs/Issues.</td>
<td>26.54%</td>
<td>33.48%</td>
<td>42.15%</td>
<td>34.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasive$c$</td>
<td>In addition to presenting the content of related commits/PRs/Issues, RN producers provide additional information to help developers understand the changes, such as the rationale behind the changes, the impact of the changes, and guides for the upgrades.</td>
<td>59.26%</td>
<td>36.56%</td>
<td>16.14%</td>
<td>35.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Example Reference: https://github.com/Homebrew/brew/releases/tag/3.5.5

$b$ Example Reference: https://github.com/iina/iina/releases/tag/v1.3.0

$c$ Example Reference: https://github.com/GoogleContainerTools/kaniko/releases/tag/v1.0.0

For example, as a well-known JavaScript compiler, Babel offers well-crafted RNs for the major release v7.0.0, including a summary of the whole changes, a highlight of their significant impact on users, usage case, migration guidelines for major breaking changes, and detailed background of each other change accompanied with links [47]. However, they only classify the PRs into different sections without modifying the description in the patch release 7.18.8 [48]. This is probably because, on the one hand, patch releases usually contain a few bug fixes, and the content of change-related commits/PRs/Issues (i.e., Expository style) are sufficiently self-explanatory. Major releases often introduce massive and complex changes, which if not explained in a clear manner, may confuse users. Therefore, producers devote greater efforts (e.g., taking Persuasive style) to refining RNs of major releases. On the other hand, as revealed in prior work [4], users state RNs of major releases should be improved regarding the description. Indeed, a well-compiled RN of major releases indicates that the software is under active development and maintenance.

Also, we notice that the writing style of RNs is influenced by automated tools used to generate RNs, which projects adopt for simplicity. For example, Saleor [49] uses the popular release-it [23] tool and Rasa employs a script [50] to generate RNs for patch releases. However, popular RN generation tools on GitHub can only produce RNs with Expository style, because they can only present the related commits/PRs/Issues description and contributors without any additional informative information, which however requires manual efforts and can not be automated at present.

In Figure 3, we can observe that the three writing styles follow similar distribution for Application Software and Libraries & Frameworks projects. For the patch release, the most frequently adopted writing style is Expository, taking 41.46% of RNs in Application Software and 46.07% of RNs in Libraries & Frameworks projects. For RN of the patch and minor releases for Software Tools projects, the most common writing style is Descriptive. It reflects that RN producers of Software Tools projects usually re-phrase and combine the content of related commits/PRs/Issues. RN producers of System Software projects make the most efforts to compile RNs for major releases.
their RNs for better clarity and readability, with a higher percentage of Persuasive writing style than the other three domains, taking 42.31%, 57.14% and 70.59% for patch, minor and major releases respectively. In the case of etcd, which is a distributed consistent key-value database, it describes notable enhancements for solving the scalability issues after upgrading the v3 API in detail and the impact of the upgrade on users, e.g., improved latency and throughput.

From Figure 4, we can observe more clearly that the writing styles for RNs across four domains are all related to the number of commits between versions. More commits between releases indicate that RN producers have to devote more time and efforts to improving the quality of the RNs’ writing style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing Style</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persuasive</td>
<td>Expository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Expository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expository</td>
<td>Expository</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary for Writing Style:

We find three types of writing styles: Expository, Descriptive, and Persuasive with increasing manual involvement, taking 30.07%, 34.80%, and 35.13% of RNs respectively. 83.10% of RNs of System projects adopt Descriptive and Persuasive style. 59.26% of RNs of major releases provide additional information for changes, e.g., rationales and impacts of changes to improve clarity and readability.

C. Content

Bi et al. [4] reported the top three documented categories. For different domains, the three categories are often the same, i.e., new features, fixed bugs, and system internal changes, but have different proportions, which advanced our knowledge of how different domains of projects document the content of changes. In this paper, we further reveal that different domains of projects show unique preferences for the other types of content, which are equally important.

In Figure 5, we present the percentage of RNs containing each content type across different project domains and release types. As there are only two RNs containing Licence Changes information (transferring to MIT license), we omit it in Figure 5. Consistent with previous work [4], [7], we find Fixed Bugs and New Features are the most frequently documented information in all four project domains. It suggests that RN producers commonly recognize two types of information essential in RNs. Besides, we also find Dependency/Environment Changes are also frequently documented, appearing in approximately half of RNs in the four domains. Intuitively, the first step for users to use these software projects is to successfully install and configure them. So RN producers usually record Dependency/Environment Changes in RNs to inform users to avoid installation failures.

Libraries and Frameworks projects have the highest percentage of RNs containing Documentation Changes (26.32%) among the four domains. Additionally, over 1/3 of their RNs contain Breaking Changes. Libraries & Frameworks projects provide APIs that allow users to reuse their functionalities. 5

Documentation Changes are necessary for users to be able to utilize these APIs, and Breaking Changes may cause downstream software to crash. Both pieces of information are critical to inform users whether to upgrade or not. System Software projects are often complex providing basic services and infrastructure to other projects. Their audiences are broad including both end-users and developers. To serve different users, their RNs contain the most comprehensive information. Specifically, Breaking Changes and Security Changes account for the highest percentage of RNs for System Software projects. There are two possible reasons. On the one hand, due to the complexity of System Software projects, they are more likely to introduce Breaking Changes and suffer from security vulnerabilities. On the other hand, System Software projects usually act as the basis for other software, which means that most of their users are concerned about their breaking changes and security vulnerabilities. Both Software Tools and Application Software projects usually provide many user-oriented functionalities and the frequency of New Feature and Fixed Bugs for RNs of both domains is almost identical. RNs of Software Tools have a higher percentage of Breaking Changes, Enhancements, and Security Changes, while RNs of Application Software projects contain more Document and Dependency/Environment information for ease of installation and upgrade for end-users. Only 50.45% of the RNs for Application Software projects introduce Enhancement, while 67.21% of RNs in Software Tools projects include Enhancements. Such differences may be attributed to the audiences of the project domains, i.e., the major users of the Software Tools and Application Software are developers and end-users, respectively. Users of some Application Software projects may...
not be developers, thus technical details are not necessary and even confuse users. While most users of Software Tools projects are developers, who benefit from technical details.

As shown in Figure 5, we can observe that for a patch release, 21.08% of RNs introduce some new features in the patch release, such as the version 4.3.4 of Redis-py [51]; even for minor releases, 36.56% of RNs contain breaking changes, for example, the version 1.8.0 of Packt [52], which violates the SemVer rule [32]. We observe that the frequency of most content categories, e.g., New Features and Breaking Changes, increases significantly with a shift from minor to major releases), which indicates that major/minor releases tend to contain more updates and prefer to introduce more content. It should be noted, however, that the percentage of Fixed Bugs and Security Changes in major releases is even lower than in minor releases, which illustrates the producer’s strategy: only introduce information that tantalizes users into upgrading. For example, spaCy, an NLP library, only introduces New Features, Enhancements, Breaking Changes in the major version 3.0.0 [53], while recording the fixed bugs and security vulnerabilities in its patch, and minor releases.

**Summary for Content:**

System Software and Libraries & Frameworks projects record Breaking Changes more frequently, while Software Tools projects emphasize Enhancements. RNs of System Software contain the most comprehensive information to serve different users. Fixed Bugs and Security Changes are less common in RNs of major releases.

## V. Implication

Our results provide rich implications for RN production from the dimensions of Structure, Writing Style, and Content.

### A. Release Note Structure

As an essential reference source for software upgrades, RNs should be well-structured in a way that readers can extract necessary information easily. We refer to Information Architecture (IA) models that focus on effectively structuring, organizing, labeling the content [54] to further understand our structure strategies in RNs. There are four IA models: tunnel, flat (matrix), deep hierarchy (tree), and hybrids to convey information more effectively and efficiently. Our results align with IA models. Specifically, Plain List corresponds to tunnel, the three hierarchical strategies correspond to deep hierarchy (tree), and multiple strategies correspond to hybrids. Tunnel architecture in IA is a simple straightforward structure for seeking information and we observe that RNs for patch releases generally adopt a Plain List structure, while RNs of minor and major releases often choose hierarchy list structures to avoid visual chaos. Therefore, we suggest RN producers use a Plain List structure when the release only contains a few changes and a hierarchy list for releases with many changes.

Hierarchy architecture organizes information in a top-down manner in order to allow users to review increasingly detailed content [55]. We observe that different hierarchical strategies are preferred by projects from different domains since each of these hierarchical structures has its own unique characteristics. According to IA, the structure should take user and content into account. Therefore, we presume that RNs organized by Change Type and Change Priority are more friendly to end users, while those by Affected Module are more developer-friendly. For the software projects, such as Application Software, mainly targeted at end-users, we recommend that they organize RNs by Change Type or Change Priority, which will facilitate locating relevant contents, such as new features and highlighted changes. For Libraries & Frameworks and Software Tools projects, their users are primarily developers who expect to know more low-level technical information [4]. Except for providing change type information, RN producers can also provide information on affected modules to assist users in understanding whether and to what extent their software might be affected by this new release. For example, System Software projects may consist of multiple components, provide basic services and infrastructure to both developers and end-users, and have a more complex development process, e.g., each component of Linux is maintained by specific maintainers. [56]. Affected Module or Hybrid strategies can be used to facilitate the localization of the information. However, Hybrid strategy is not a silver bullet. On the one hand, it requires additional information about changes, which will impose extra labour on contributors or RN producers. On the other hand, multiple strategies may scatter information throughout the RN and confuse users who are interested in certain types of information, such as changes affecting a specific module scattered throughout several sections.

### B. Release Note Writing Style

Another purpose that RNs serve is to help users understand the changes. Therefore, writing styles also play a vital role. We borrow classical writing theory [45] and apply it to gain a deep understanding of the writing style characteristics of RNs. According to the survey conducted by [2], RN producers are usually core members of the team (e.g., architects, project managers), who are also responsible for other routine tasks, such as scheduling the development process. Thus, choosing a proper writing style for RNs is also a trade-off between development responsibility and producing RNs with well-compiled descriptions to meet users’ needs. Our results can help producers strike a balance.

To shorten the time for producing RNs, we recommend that RN producers adopt the Expository style when the changes are limited and RN producers can also resort to existing RN generation tools mentioned in Section II-B. However, if the number of changes increases, users may become lost in the raw content of change-related commits/PRs/issues. They have to spend plenty of time understanding the effect, rationale, and goals of the changes. RN producers should pay greater attention to the Descriptive and Persuasive styles in this case to make RNs clear and compelling. As far as we know, there are no tools that automatically generate RNs in Persuasive style.
Additionally, we provide a reference on how to adopt a proper writing style by the number of commits contained in releases for the four domains in Figure 4. We also recommend that RNs of System Software projects provide more informative explanations of the changes to serve different users, thereby reducing the cost of upgrading. Note that when reading carefully compiled RNs, users can sense the sincerity of RN producers [57], which motivates them to become more loyal and more willing to upgrade [58].

C. Release Note Content

In Section IV-C, we find the distribution of content types varies with project domains and release types. Specifically, RNs of Libraries & Frameworks projects need to pay more attention to Document Changes to facilitate the usage of downstream projects, while RNs of Software Tools projects may focus more on performance and security improvements to strengthen developers’ confidence when they develop software with it. We recommend that RN producers of System Software projects provide a more comprehensive introduction of various categories to serve a variety of audiences. When developers have to balance the information abundance and RN length for major or minor releases, New Features, Enhancements, and Breaking Changes can be prioritized while the number of occurrences for Fixed Bugs and Security Changes can be minimized. A developer states that “it is a best practice to separate bug fixes (patches) from new features (minor) and breaking changes (major), into separate releases” [59].

In particular, our results indicate that some software projects violate SemVer in practice, which could lead to inaccurate assessments of the upgrade risk by users [2]. To minimize the impact of introducing incompatible changes, RN producers should further evaluate the software update/upgrade and adhere strictly to the SemVer convention.

D. How far We Are to Generate Release Notes Automatically

Extensive works in Section II-B have explored automated generation from the perspective of contained information. For structure, however, none of the popular RN generation tools and studies mentioned in Section II-B can fully automate the customization process. These tools require strict commit rules to categorize the changes such as Angular Commit Message Conventions [42], or a PR/issue labeling system during the review process. Thus, we recommend that a dedicated classifier be designed to automatically categorize the changes into the various types of content and link the changes with affected modules. Besides, the process of automatically organizing changes by their priority is challenging though crucial. RN producers can further filter out trivial changes by combining the location and type of change.

For Writing Style, researchers have attempted to semi-automatically generate RNs, e.g., using pre-defined templates [1]. However, these methods have never been applied to actual production environments [4]. To generate rationales and goals for the changes, as well as the effect of the changes, we suggest: (1) exploring and mining diverse types of relevant information, e.g., commits, PRs, issues, and CVEs between releases, milestones and wiki for the project [14]; (2) resorting to state-of-the-art NLP techniques, such as key information extraction [60], text summarization [61] and style transfer [62].

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal Validity concerns the threats to how we perform our study. The subjectivity of inspection is a crucial threat to our work. Our categories construction and labeling process for Content, Structure, and Writing Style is based entirely on manual analysis. Due to the inspector’s experience, the classification of the projects’ domain can introduce errors. To minimize these threats, two authors are involved in inspecting RNs and reaching an agreement with the help of a third author through discussions. Finally, we respectively measure the kappa values for content ($k \geq 0.76$), structure ($k \geq 0.87$), and writing style ($k \geq 0.74$), demonstrating the reliability of the coding schema and procedure.

External Validity refers to the threats to generalizing our findings. The first threat relates to the selection of data sources. Our works use GitHub projects as the only data source to characterize the software RNs. There may be valuable insights that are overlooked from other sources that have been used in previous studies [7]. To mitigate it, we invite industry developers to validate whether our categories can cover the RN structures and writing styles they have encountered. We believe our results reveal valuable insights into RN production, as well as practical characteristics. The selection of criteria is a second external validity. We design several criteria to collect high popularity and representative projects in Section III-A1, because these projects are more likely to develop good and mature practices of producing RNs. However, only 955 projects on GitHub meet our strict criteria for filtering projects. After sampling and classifying the domains, the number of their RNs across the various domains is not evenly distributed, which may introduce bias into our analysis. Besides, since the size of our dataset is comparable with previous studies [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], we consider this threat is reasonably reduced.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we manually analyze 612 latest RNs from 233 popular GitHub Software Projects and characterize software RNs from the dimensions of Structure, Writing Style, and Content. We identify three strategies to organize changes into hierarchical lists: by Change Type, Affected Module, and Change Priority. We identify three levels of Writing Style: Expository, Descriptive, and Persuasive. We investigate how the distributions of different structure strategies, writing styles, and content types vary with project domains and release types. Our results clarify confusion regarding RN production, e.g., software versioning number specification. We discuss how far we are to generate practical and informative RNs and provide a research roadmap for further improvement that we believe will benefit the community.
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